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TASMANIA: NEW VERTICAL CAVES
Rolan Eberhard
Tasnania is this country's hane of deep and vertical caves. The potential for original exploratim
is an additional attraction of caving in this
state. The I.BSt t\ox) years have witnessed the discovery of several exciting new cave systems.
The ultirm.te goal of exploratim in the Florentine
Valley is the discovery of a Master Cave shich,
at least in the minds of the dedicated, links
the Junee Resurgence with Growling Swallet and
nunerous other deep swallets that feed the resurgence. The IVIain-line breakthroogh in Growling,
and the discovery of open I.BSsage beymd the first
sump at Junee, has given impetus to speculatim,
but the Master Cave has rermined elusive as ever.
Nevertheless, sane sporty caves have been turned
up in the process. As rrnny of the easier leads
becane exhausted, cavers have been forced to pursue
sare of the rrore exacting prospects. Flick Mint's
Hole and Porcupine Pot are examples of these hard
\\Dn caves, where exploration has been damnding
as well as very rewarding. In a different area,
Ida Bay, a large nunber of new holes have also
been explored and surveyed. The possibility of
additional vertical entrances to Exit Cave is
never out of the questim, although most new systems have so far proved choked with rubble at
depth. Mt. Weld is an area that only recently
attracted the attentim of cavers. The existence
of a fine cave such as Arrakis derronstrates the
potential rewards for those prepared to expend
the effort reconoi tering sare of the less accessible, that lies scattered throughout Tas.nania.
The follo.ving caves are all challenging addi tims
to the repertoire of sporting trips available
here.
Mi.1krtn ( IB-38): 2(ftn

This pothole was explored in April 1985. A smll
entrance revealed a spacious 41m shaft, follo.ved
closely by a couple of short step3 where a handline
is useful. The next three pitches ( 4m, 26n and
49n) are in quick succession, the last a superb
free-hanging shaft. Fran here two seperate routes
lead do.vn to a horizmtal st:rearrway: a 12m handline
preceeding a 35n pitch, or al tematively, a single
30n pitch. Progress downstream at the bottan is
limited b,y a constriction in the passage.
Milkrun has becane a po:pliar tourist jaunt; it' s
straightforward nature and rapid succession of
pitches make it an enjoyable trip. Access is fran

Bender's Quarry, along the new Exit Cave track
and roughly thirty minutes walking is required.
CyclqE Pot ( IB-57 :

19dn

Like Milkrun, Cyclops is a cave of relatively
s~le form. A series of five pitches follow ~e
diately one after another: 36n, 4m, 7m, 4::,rn, and
3fm. During the exploration in October 1985, a
single 200n length of rope, tied-off initially
at the entrance, was used for the descent. The
trip report described Cyclop3 as "a sporty, utterly
vertical cave". Unfortunately it terminates with
a smll sunp.
Access is also via the new Exit Cave track.
~Pot (IB-34)

This cave provides a new entrance to Exit Cave,
although it is realkly li tle more than a {.m'allel
side-shaft that extends the kno.vn dimensions of
Mini Martin proper. However, Skyhooj Pot can be
considered a seperate trip in its own right ..
It offers the novel possibility of an exchange
trip with Mini Martin.
Mini Martin plunges dramatically fron the surface
to intercept the Exit Cave streamway sane 220n
below. Only a short distance downhill of Mini
Martin lies the entrance of Skyhook Pot. It leads
directly down a series of pitches that are connected with Mini Martin by a large rift at one
point. The existence of a side fissure halfway
down the first shaft of Mini Martin, was noted
during the original descent on ladders, alrrost
two decades ago, but it was only recently shown
to be associated with another entrance. At the
top of the third pitch in Skyhook Pot, there is
a spectacular view across the misty half-light
into Mini Martin.
In 1986, a Mini Martin/Skyhook Pot exchange trip
was organised. 1Wo teams simultaneously rigged
and descended both caves, meeting again in Exit
Cave at the bottan.

Both teams took the alternative route for their
ascent. The experience of abseiling or prusiking
in Skyhook Pot and being able to observe another
caver, less than 3Qn away, dangling on a rope
in Mini Martin made it a particularly unusual
trip.
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AITakis (Mt. Weld) : 2Jjn

The stiff two hour walk that is required to reach
Arrakis is well worth the effort, if only to admire
the magnificent entrance. Spanning one end of
the massive crater-like doline, is a huge natural
arch, facing the sheer walls of the opposite side,
which drop 5Qn fran the rim of the doline to the
floor. It is possible ho.vever, to free climb d0NI1
into the doline beneath the arch, where a steep
slcpe leads to the head of the first shaft. This
pitch is undoubtedly one of the best in the state;
light fran the surface filters onto the daned
ceiling and one can savour the dbnensions of this
a.lrrDst perectly cylindrical ffin pit. To further
drops of 3m and 8m lead to a rubble choke at the
deepest point.
Arrakis was explored in 1986 and a convenient
dry cave in the side of the doline, provided an

ideal campsite for a mini-expedition. For a cave
of 235n depth, it is a rerna.rkably easy trip and
can be done canfortably as a day trip fran Hobart,
with an early start.
Flick MintS lble ( JF-371) : 2Qlb
In late 1984 a circular shaft was found in the
rainforest above Serendipity. A pitch of 43m,
then another of 14m led to a draughting squeeze,
that thwarted progress at the tbne. It was not
until July 1985, that cavers returned and set
to work enlarging the obstruction. A nasty constricted tube lay beyond and was appropriately
dubbed, "The Cramps". After struggling through
this obstacle, the explorers were rewamed with
a superb 55m shaft. A short pitch ( 8m) preceeded
a fUrther secction of very awkward passage. Progress required wriggling sidewa,ys along a na.rru.v
vadose canyon, sanetimes a couple of metres above
stream level. Below an 18m pitch the cave opened
out to a chamber of cmgenial dimensions. After
descending through rather precarious rockfall,
and abseiling a 1an pitch, an even larger chamber
was entered. "Omium" was an impressive feature,
with a total length of 120n. It also proved to
be the end of the cave, and a sna.ll stream that
had been follo.ved to this point flo.ved into unstable rockfall.

The altitude of the entrance and a strang draught
within suggested very good potential for depth,
perhaps even a connection with Serendipity itself.
Although it did not quite fulfill these expectations, the exploration of Flick Mints Hole was
thoroughly exciting, if at tbnes a little arduous.
~ Ibt (JF-15/) : alan

Porcupine Pot eamt its name fran the spiky, abrasive rock and torturoos nature of the first
IIDt of the system. It also seaned very stubborn
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in resisting attempts to penetrate beyond various
wedged boulders and other obstructions that lay
inside the entrance. But persistence :plld off,
the fifth attempt finally saw a break-through.
the entrance doline a constricted passage
descended sharply with a couple of short pitches,
entertaining clbnbs, and thought provoking squeezes
Respite follo.ved three more drops ( 2Qn, 2an, and
Em) , where the cave opened out to a rockfall chamber at a depth of 160m. Fran here a pleasant streamway continued. All too soon the ceiling abruptly
lowered and a crawl was encatmtered. This flatout grovel in the water persisted for a demoralising 75n, eventually leading to a junction with
a much larger trunk passage. Many hundreds of
metres of horizontal cave have now been explored
in both upstream and dONI1stream directions. In
sane places the streamway is wide with a lofty
ceiling, at other points half-submersion in chilling water is required.
Fran

The length of Porcupine Pot currently stands at
1800n, with sane leads yet to be pushed. The entrance lies below the Nine Rood to the south of
Tassy Pot. This location is an interesting one,
and was previously notable for the absence of
significant caves. The major stream way at the
botton of Porcupine Pot, apparently represents
drainage fran unknaom swallets to the north of
Tassy Pot and O.Vl Pot and flows in the direction
of Gro.vling Swallet. Further exploration and hydrological testing in this area may considerably
extend the known catchment of the Junee Resurgence.

The 1\elty

~

Olves in Thslaiia

1.

Anne-:1\-Kananda

2.
3.

Ice TUbe (GDawling Swallet System)
Khazad-dum

4.

Serendipity

5.

Cauldron Pot

323m
278m
263m

6.

Owl Pot

244m

7.

Tassy Pot

238m

8. Arra.kis
9. Mini Martin (Exit Cave System)
10. tvlilkrun
11. Sesame
12. Flick Mints Hole
13. Midnight liol-e (fvlystery Creek Cave)
.14. Porcupine Pot
15 . The Chairman
16. Cyclops Pot
17: Big Tree Pot
18: Peanut Brittle Pot
19. Deep Thought
20. Udensala

373m
c354m

235m
22Qn+

208m
207m
204m

203m
203n
197m+
192m
18<)n
c18Em
185n
181m
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FLICK MINT'S HOLE JF371
EXTENDED SECTION

Surveyed August 1985
ASF Grade 43

T.C.C.

R. Eberhard

S. Eberhard
M. Carnes
T. Wailes
Drawn: R. Eberhard
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CYCLOPS POT
IDA BAY
EXTENDED SECTION

SURVEYED 26.10.1985
ASF GRADE 54
S. EBERHARD
M. CARNES
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THE RESTORATION OF THE JEWEL CASKET,
Yallingup Cave, W.A.
INTRODUCTION

Norman

Poulter

Yallingup Cave is a well decorated cave situated
in the CarE Naturaliste region of the LeeuwinNaturaliste Ridge, the northern end of the rrost
JX)p.llar caving and tourist areas of the state.

introductory speech at the beginning of the Main
Chamber's trail and then sit at a cmvenient site
sane 15n away fran the Jewel Casket (to await
the next tourist/s).

Now sUITOUnded by Natimal Park, the cave was
discovered by Edward Dawson in 1899, while searching for stray horses. The cave was opened for
p.1blic insiEction in 1~0 with Mr. Dawson as guide,
a positim he held for about thirty years. Two
trcglobitic creatures are known to exist in the
lowest reaches of the cave, an iso{Xrl and centipede

During the ear1y 198o's, when asked, SRCWA recarrnended that a clear plastic screen be placed
over the viewing hole. This advice was not acted
upon.

The lower tourist section, known as the Main Chamber, has high humidity, enhanced co2 content and
abillldant decoration, a fair proportion of which
is still active. TWo pieces of decoration in this
chamber, which help set the cave ap:u:t frun other
tourist caves are a cross-banded shawl (its most
farrous feature) and the Jewel Casket, a Ernall
rermant pool where stalactites, amongst other
decoration, became encrusted with calcite crystals,
the focus of this IlliEr.
The cave is currently vested in the Busselton
Tourist Bureau Inc.

DAMAGE
&lnetime during the school holidays of Septanber
1985, sanebody reached into the Jewel Casket in
an appirent attempt to break off one or more pieces
In the process of that act, all free hanging,
calcite encrusted stalactites were broken with
one major crystal cluster being stolen. Several
Ernaller pieces disappeared, either being stolen
or falling into Ernall apertures to the side of
the feature, but nonetheless tiD-recoverable.
Due to the characteristic noise that must have
resulted fran such action, it is fair to assume
that several people were involved with the breakage
and that the guide rrust have been distracted by
another group of tourists. . The darmge was not
detected tmtil rrush later.

DESCRIPTION
The Jewel Casket is a rennant pool, entrapped
by a flowstme covered wall, Emall colurms and
stalactites. lVbst of the decoration is damp, caused
either by continued seepage or condensation fran
the cavern abrosphere.
To enable this enclave to be illuninated and viewed
b,y the public, a nunber of stalactites and colunns
were removed - thus creating a 'hole' in the wall.
This hole is large enough to penni t hurmn entry,
albeit srrn.ll humans.
No barTicades or other protection were installed
ara.md the feature which is surprising, given
the excessive wire netting attention that other,
less attractive decoration received at varioos
tirres in other pirts of the cave.
It could be argued that the Jewel Casket received
'adequate' protection while guided tours were
corrlucted through the cave . iliided toors ceased
in the early 1970's to be replaced by self-guided
tours. With the inception of self-guided tours
it became traditional for a guide to give a short

The broken pieces were left where they fell tmtil
an SRCWA trip to the cave one rronth later. It
was then proposed to the Bureau that a repiir,
using 8 hour Araldite epoxy, be attempted on the
largest piece. This proposal was acepted.

FIRST ATTEMPT
The necessary i terns were purchased fran a nearby
town and the piece glued to the stump of the stalactite. A stiffening rod was positioned behind
the decoration, the free-flowing Araldi te kept
in place by adhesive tarE dams. In an attempt
to keep the decoration dry and the cave's humidity
at bay while the Araldite was setting, a gas burner
placed to me side of the decoration and left
to bum overnight.

was

To keep the decoration in JX)Sition, a plank was
placed tmdemeath it and upward pressure applied
with a vehicle jack. (fig.l)
Cb inspectim the following day - the repair appeared successful and support removed. Unfortunately
the bond failed six days later resulting in the
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decoration breaking into three pieces which were
later recovered and taken to Perth for restoration.
1\bisture attack is suspected as the principle
cause of the bond failure.

PROTECTION
In consultation with the Busselton Tourist Bureau,
it was deccided to install a clear plastic screen
over the Je~l Casket viewing hole and effect
rer:airs to the decoration during 1986.
Subsequently, a sheet of 12mn acrylic (Perspex)
sheet was custan fitted and affixed into the vie\·7ing hole using plastic wall plugs, cluune plated
brass screws and stainless steel brackets. A
7~ camera port was cut in the centre of the
screen to allow un~ded viewing and enable eas,y
handling of the screen.
Independently, the Busselton Tourist Bureau erected
a 'temporary' pipe and weldrnesh fence, joining
with two pre-existing fences either side of the
feature. Although a now further and unnecessary
ba.rTier, the fence is unlikely to be renoved.

REPAIR
The broken pieces were taken to Perth to enable
them to dry out and be pieced backk together.
Sane crystals had broken off the clusters and
a mini-jigsaw puzzle ensued working out where
they belonged. These small pieces presented no
serious problEmS in Araldi ting back into place
- the tell-tale trace of epoxy being hidden amongst
the many shiny crystal surfaces.
larger pieces did present problems. Although,
larger surface areas presented a prospect of stronger bonds, it was decided to further enhance these
prospects by drilling randon angled 3-4.
holes
into the calcite where possible, as well as inserting a notched }1m stainless steel rod along the
decoration's centreline. The notches to form a
'key' for the Araldite. (fig.2)

:ron

These rer:airs occupied several months. The method
to be employed gluing the large restored stalactite
back into place, was to have a vertical stainless
steel pin in the centre of the sections with thin
stainless steel cross-pins passing through it
and then glued into place with epoxy. The stainless steel pin would then support the estimated
3kg weight and not the epoxy joint. ( fig. 3 )

TECHNOLOGY
At this stage ,advances in technology came to our
asistance. The use of gas burners to defeat the
effect of moisture on the Araldi te, was considered
too cunbersane and ineffective. Hot air blowers
were an obvious alternative. Danestic hair dryers
were considered incapable of delivering the temperature required over long periods of time and indus-
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trial blowers, although capable of the required
time/temperature duration were judged too cliTlbersane.
Just at the right manent, Bosch released the FHG
520 hot air gun, a lightweight 2 speed gun capable
of delivering 320° and 52r})C temperature at 240
and 420 li tres per minute respectively. The guns,
although light, were rugged and canr:act. By mounting a board on a Hm.ll camera tripod, the gun
could be rested on the board, aimed in the right
direction and switched on.
In order that the decoration did not becane too hot
a HPM series 797 timer was used in the power circui t. This danestic electro-mechanical device
allowed the hot air gun to be activated autorratically for 15 minute increments.

From conversations with technicians at the University of Western Australia, it was theorised that
SodiliTl Silicate could prove a viable alternative
to Araldi te epoxy. This water soluble chEmical
reacts with calcite and certainly forms a very
strong bond - on dry decoration. It was found
that this reaction can take several days - unless
heat is applied and re-:imnersion in water dissolves
the mediliTl. More testing will need to be performed
to prove this method.

SECOND ATTEMPT
The smaller cluster, was the first to be glued
back into place during the second restoraton attempt. This cluster was actually two clusters fran
seperate stalactites, that had joined together.
However, during the initial breakage, a section
of one stalactite had disappeared and so, rather
than rejoin the cluster in its original position
and so create a strain-point on the joint, in
consultat ion with the attendant guide, it was
decided that centralizing the cluster around one
stalactite would not adversely effect the aesthetic
appearance of the decoration.
After thoroughly drying the two sections with
the hot air gun, the cluster was held in place,
while the 5 minute Araldite epoxy 'went off'.
A section of 3mm acrylic rod was placed underneath
the cluster to support the joint. The hot air
gun was placed in position and left to run overnight. As epoxy glues take several days to attain
full strength, the support rod was left in position
for a month, when it was judged that the joint
was sound enough to have the support ranoved.
The re-installation of the larger stalactite cluster presented problems when the epoxy prematurely
'went off' before the lower portion with the pin
installed, could be correctly positioned. This
necessitated a change in plans as to haw it was
to be re-joined to the upper section of stalactite.

Page 8
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The pin was ranoved, with difficulty and after
the offending epoxy had been ranoved fran the
joint, a fresh mix was applied and the joint successfully rm.de. A Emn acrylic rcxi was placed in
:t:nsi tion under the cluster and a stiffening rod
glued over and behind the joint - held in position
with paste Araldite ie Araldite mixed with talc.
Holes and wide joints were filled and blended
to match the texture of the decoration, using
paste Araldite. Again the hot air gun was left
to run overnight, by way of the timer.
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Cave Information
AUSTRALIAN KARST INDEX
The official Australian cave list
This solid, 492-page A4 volume describes up to 48 different
aspects of just about every known cave and karst feature in
Australia (over 6600 of them). It also gives details of2400 cave
and area maps, 925 selected references to the literature.
Longest and deepest? - it lists those too, both for Australia and
for each State.

A decisioo will be rm.de during 1987, as to whether
or not the supporting rod can be safely ranoved.
At this stage, it is felt that the rod will became
a permanent but un-obtrusive part of the decoration

Heard a cave name but don't where it is? - find out in the
gazetteer, where all Australian cave names have been brought
together in one convenient alphabetical list.

An engraved sign was placed nearby, explaining
ha.v the damage occured and that SRCWA was respoosible for its restoration.

You might also be interested in the workings of the cave
database system (among the best in the world), survey standards,
mapping symbols, guidelines for naming new caves, or even the
cave and map numbering systems.

CONCLUSION

It's all contained in this single, indispensible volume for the
knowledgeable Australian caver. If you're serious about caving,
you owe it to yourself to get your own copy of this landmark
publication in Australian speleology. And the price is amazingly
low for such a mine of information:

This paper has attempted to describe the methods
used to restore the broken stalactite clusters
of the Yallingup Cave Jewel Casket. The salient
IX>ints were that;
1.

2.

the decoration was close to the floor of the
cavity thus allowing easy floor support,
being moist, the decoration precluded the
use of water soluble adhesives,

3. due to the close proximity of other decoration
and restricted acces to all sides (of the
decoration), mechanical jointing methods could
not be employed,

4.

the use of internal stainless steel support
pins and rarrlan 'key' holes were judged essential for strong bending,

Having trouble with some of those unusual speleological words?
- look them up in the extensive glossary of Australian usage.

Only $25
+ P&P (Special ASF Member Price*)
Normal price: $35 + P&P
Post & Packaging: $6.
Foreign: Surface $8, SAL $17, Air $30.
Cheque I Bankcard I Visa I Mastercard
Send payment or authorization direct to:
Peter Matthews, 66 Frogmore Cres
Park Orchards, Victoria 3114
For bulk discounts and postage rates
see Jan 1987 Circular to clubs.
*State your ASF club when claiming special price.

5. hot air guns

make life easier when working
in humid caves or with active decoration,
the po.ver being supplied fran mains, as with
crnmercial caves or generators in the case
of wild caves.

6. Sodiun Silicate appears a viable alternative
to Araldite, when dealing with dry decoration
in la.v humidity caves.
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CAVE DIVING
DISCOVERY AT
JENOLAN
Cave divers Simon McCartney and Ron Allum have discovered a major new cave at Jenolan when diving an upstream sump
in Barralong Cave. They reported this sump to be 200 metres
long and 16 metres deep and is complicated by two tight sections
making it the most difficult sump yet encountered at Jenolan. On
the the far side of the sump the divers found 100 metres of large
vadose passage, before encountering another sump 7 metres
long and 3 metres deep. The divers explored a further 100 metres
of passage before turning back. They report that the cave is still
going, and high level leads in the first dry section and many
inviting leads in the second dry section are as yet unexplored.
Have the divers discovered the Southern Limestone Master
Cave? detailed report and survey will appear in the SUSS
Bulletin soon!
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THE DISCOVERY OF EXIT CAVE'S
''BACK DOOR''
Lou Williams
·DATES:

7-18 March 1987

PARIY:

Dary1 CarT, Lou Williams

This trip was to be a surface and shaft bash in
order to try to locate new caves or entrances.
After settliing into the railway huts at Ida Bay
m the 7th March, we SJX)ke to Arthur Clarke at
Dover to find out the latest hot tips.
The following few days we spent scouring the Northern flank of ''Marble Hill" and the Western flank
of "Lune Sugarloaf", turning up a few 12-2Qn deep
shafts but nothing startling.
Cb the 13th, we decided to move onto the western
side of Marble Hill, which is above the 'back
end' of Exit Cave ( IB-14) . Neither of us had been
in this area before, so we headed for a knavn
feature, Western Creek Swallet ( IB-18). The tum
off the 'La Perouse' bushwalking track is marked
by two blazed trees. We followed a taped trail
to a waterfall, then backtracked a bit and began
contouring the ridge.
After the frustration of the last few days, Daryl
swore he wasn't going to be interested in anything
unless it had a good draft. With Dary1 high and
Ire low, we contoured through the ancient and untouched forest. We were rewanled with many entrances, dazzling sunshine and lyrebird displays,
but no drafts.
Shortly Daryl called davn that he
bluff with several holes at its
with a draft. I continued along
sna.ll sinking stream with an open
already had a tag, IB-19.

was at a snall
base, but none
and davn to a
hole, one that

We continued walking for half an hour, until I
suddenly entered a collapse doline with a freezing
draft caning fran one side. Dropping the pack
I stuck my head in a hole to see a short drop
to a dolerite boulder floor. Scrambling in and
ooving a few of these, resulted in the rest moving
too, so I decided to get out again.
Calling up to Dary1, I reported my find but he
thooght it was a con to get him down for lunch.
Eventually he came davn, saw the hole and went
for it. After awhile our hands became numb with
the cold, still we dug until the whole floor again
rroved. We stop~d for lunch.

Looking at the existing map of the Exit Cave Systan
we appeared to be a long way fran knavn cave.
Therefore, if the draft we felt was fran Exit
as seaned certain, we had a lot of cave yet to
cover.
Following lunch, we decided to walk further down
the valley looking for other entrances. We came
across a snall outcrop with a short through cave.
The rest of the valley has many features and beautifUl pristine open forest with plentiful wildlife.
The standard phone call to Arthur Clarke, resulted
in an excited Arthur pranising to join us the
next day with hel~rs.
We took Arthur, his boanler Warren, friend Jerry
and a jouth hostel resident, 'Wrong-Way' Thanpson,
to the drafting hole and quickly set to work.
After several minor collapses, we could see sane
real cave passage just beyond a pretty big rock.
Raroving this obstacle was not easy, but four
of us got it out to reveal a 1. 5m drop. IVbving
ahead quickly now, clearing as I went, I reached
a small chamber, then a short 2m climb over dolerite boulders into solid walled passage with a
)n drop at the end. Arthur free-climbed this down
to a watery flattener. We waited here for the
others to catch up, then slipped through getting
thoroughly wet in the process.
We now crawled to the top of another short climb
with a JX>Ol at the bottan. After another bit of
passage and a further 2m climb, we got into a
narrow serpentine fissure. To move along this,
we had to keep the body horizontal and shuffle
along halfway up the fissure, where there was
just enough roan to fit. Wrong-Way 'Ihansm found
a spot where we could drop davn a bit, struggle
around an 'S' bend to be overlooking a shaft with
a stream at its base. Arthur had a go at freeclimbing this, but after a couple of metres we
talked him out of it, then had to haul him back
up. We arrived back at the railway huts at midnight
after a rewarding 16hours.
The next day Arthur rang to say that he, Warren
and Jerry were too buggered to join us, so just
Daryl, Wrong-Way and I arrived at the new cave
to continue exploration and begin surveying and
photographing.
We began surveying fran the tag ( IB-120) that
Arthur had installed the previous day. After five
Continued Page 12
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SPELEO SYNOPSIS August - November 1986
AUSTRALIA
NEW SOUTH WALES
--------------Speleograffiti 1 ( 1986). Trip re:tnrts fran Mt.
Fairy, Cooleman Plain, Wee Jasper and Wyanbene;
an article by NU;C' s safety officer "Safe Caving" .
JSSS 30 (8) . An early re:tnrt of caves at Buchan
dating-back to 1867-1873; a reprinted newspaper
article indicating that water was fla.ving in normally dry caves at Millicent, SA, follc:Ming deforestation of Mt. BUIT Range; "SRI' Equipnent"
- Australian made SRI' gear is reviewed; firRtaid for cavers; two reprints covering bone collection in Skull Cave (Augusta region, WA) and aboriginal hand stencils in the Maxwell River region,
Tasmnia.
Trag 22 (1-3). Relocation of caves at Willi Willi,

including Merv' s Cave (liiW-16) ; treasurer's re:tnrt
85/86; description of liiW-16.
Hills N1 2 (2 ) . 'Canyons of NSJV' is continued
with Kalani Falls; 'Back to Basics' covers abseiling and anchors; trip reports on Mt. Fairy, Wee
Jasper, Glenrock ( 89 caves na.v knCM11), Bendethra; ·
descriptions of Billy's Creek caves BC-1 to 10.
JSSS 30 (9) . A reprint fran an 1889 book on Mt.
Canbier; an attempt to trace the draught in lVJarrmoth
Cave, Jenolan; a report on Gloucester Caves (Mayvale ) , GL-2 & 8 visited; a brief reJX)rt on the
Barcelrna International -Congress by Ben Nurse.
Hills N1 2 ( 3) . A grant of $5000 has been given
to SUSS by-Dick Smith to try and deepen Australia's
deepest cave Anne-A-Kananda; Spring Creek Canyon
is described; trip re:tnrts fran Mount Fairy (MF8 surveyed, maps of MF-8,9,10 & 12), Glenrock
(GR-91 & 92 tagged, GR-93 to 98 located), Colong,
Wyanbene and Big Hole ; description of IVlvall Lakes

Karst.
Spar 94. Description and maps of recent discoveries
at Cliefden, CL-73,94,95,96 and unnumbered caves
Milkcrate and Thistledoo; caving with canputers
in the 8os; trip reports fran Bungonia, Cliefden
and Narrangullen.
Spar 96. Discussion of cave tagging :tnlicies;
canparison of various abseiling devices; access
:tnlicy for Borenore caves; trip re:tnrts fran Btmgonia, various Blue Motmtains canyons, ltbnbeyan,
'fugla.v; map and description of W-110.

S:p3r 97. Annual re:tnrts; nap and description of
B-126 and ffi-5; trip re:tnrts fran Wanbeyan, Cliefden, lVbore Creek, Colong and Bungonia ( B-15 comection to B-4 has increased traffic to this cave ) .
S:p3r 98. Trip re:tnrt fran Nullarbor Plain (usual
caves visited) , Moore Creek (map of ~- 3) , J enolan,
Cliefden, Bungmia.
9JSS Bull 26 ( 2) . An interesting cave found in
folded quartzites and sandstones at Weabonga,
northern NSJV; a trip re:tnrt fran Glenrock includes
cave naps and location nap; trip re:tnrt fran
Qjyssey Cave ( B-24) in which the 'Sirens' were
visited using SC1JBA gear; a snall chamber 'The
Attic' found in Dwyer's Cave ( J-41); re:tnrt on
limestone outcrops at the northern tip of Jenolan;
trip re:tnrt fran Mt. Etna, Qld; description of
a chaotic trip to Tasmnia (Ida Bay and JuneeFlorentine) .

SJSS Bull 26 ( 3) . Consists of reprints fran SUSS
rule book and the Australian Karst Index 1985.
JSSS 30 ( 10) . Whole issue is taken up with Al
Warild~ report on the Mexico '85 Expedition,
maps and cave descriptions included.
Trag 22 ( 4 ) & ( 5) . Highest numbers allocated in
Kempsey area to date - YE-91,
MP-27,
WJV-74,
SC-41, KG-19; trip re:tnrt fran Sebasto:tnl (Willi
Willi) at which many caves had tags attached;
trip re:tnrt fran Crystal Ridge (Willi Willi).

Down Under 25 ( 3) . Trip reports covering Ashford/
Texas caves ( NSN/QLD) , Chillagoe (QLD) ( paleontology), Camooweal (QLD) and Katherine (NT) (bat
collecting and surveying).

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
--------------CErSA N1

31 (2) . Trip re:tnrts fran Naracoorte
(diving JX)Ols in g)S Cave), Mt. CBmbier (surveying
a new extension in L-179) ; a rundCMfl on Peter
Home's activities in the south-east; a trip re:tnrt
fran Florida, USA (cave diving) ; an article written
in 1965 describing an early trip to Mullanrullang
Cave (N-37).
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TASMANIA
Speleo Spiel 219. Descriptims and locations of
IB-98 & 99; a reJX)rt on cave nunbering IX>licy
in force at Ida Bay and descriptions/locatirns
of Ida Bay caves IB-1 to 24; map of Holocaust
( IB-45).
Speleo Spiel 220. Descriptirns of Warhol (JF-392),
JF-339,400,40land unrrumbered cave near JF-400;
descriptirns of surface work near entrance to
Ice 'fube ( JF-345 ) ; trip reports on Slaughterhouse
Pot (JF-337), lllleld River area, Arrakis (Weld River)
and Milk Rt.m ( IB- 38 ); rmp of JF-392.
Speleo Spiel 221. kl expedition to examine a depression in the Cheyne Fange turnded up sane dolomite but oo caves; cave lrunting in the west of
Tasnania did not tum up much in the vicinity
of the West Coast Fange; descriptions and locations
of IB-25 to 42; reJX>rt on discovery of a rift
cave in sandstone at lVbmtain River; notes and
maps of JF-370 &JF-380.
VICTORIA
Nargun 19 ( 4). Joint UNSrJSS/VSA trip to Yarrango-

billy; report rn a highly successful joint VSA/
Police S & R search and rescue practice held at
fuchan; focxi requirements for cavers; trip reports
fran Lloyd Mill's European caving; maps of Ragnarok
(M-169) and Rift Cave (M-61 ) .

EUROPE
Caves & Caving 32. Divers have found rore cave
(= 600n) in Notts Pot (Yorkshire); a history of
exploratirn of P-5 (Yorkshire) is given; descriptims of 3 expedi tims: Mexico '85, Austria '85
and Ma.tienzo (Spain) '85 , all with significant
firrls; an accident in Swinsto Hole (West Kingsdale)
- a novice fell 15m (two crushed vertebrae, broken
pelvis, broken ankle) when he abseiled down the
wrmg side of a 'pulldown' rope being used on
a through trip; a Sl.1IIIIlClcy of the OCRA Cave Survey
Study in which the 'Topofil' unit features.
Cave Science 12 ( 4). A descriptive list of Norway's
34 longest ( lOkm max) and 23 deepest ( -62Qn max)
caves fran D & S St. Pierre's cave index; a brief
piper on 7 caves at Wallingford (Jamaica) describing their paleontological significances; a review
of a dating scheme in southern France which has
resulted in a revision to the dating of evolution
of Neanderthal man; abstracts of the Nov 1985
BCRA Cave Science Symposium; ecology of the Crocodile Caves of Ankarana (Madagascar) ; the mo:r1ilology
and Hydraulic modelling of an active phreatic
cave, 670n long, in Svartisen, North Norway, entirely explored and surveyed by cave diving.
Descent 72. More on SSSis - Mendip cavers are
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not publishing surveys or descriptions of new
finds for fear of then caning under the Nature
Conservancy Council unbrella and suffering the
same fate as out-of-bamds Swildon' s, etc; an
intraiuction to the Natirnal Association of Mining
History Organisations; an exciting rep:Jrt rn the
first through trip connecting north and south
sides of Llangattwg ( Llangattock) lVbuntain (South
Wales) . The 7 ha.Ir trip involves a 3CX1n dive (sane
of it in the Agen Allwedd main streamway) fran
Daren Cilau to Elm Hole; another report chronicles
the huge efforts being undertaken to open the
main Agen Allwedd resurgence using air lifts and
explosives; camping mderground has allCMed cave
diggers to open lots of passage in Il9.rne Cilau;
a report by Al Warild tells of the discoveries
rrade in tvexico rn the Chilchotla expedi tim, late
1985.
Caves and Caving 33. Recent dye tracing in South
Wales indicates a
single cave systen mder
Llangattwg; a cave re-discovered in North Wales,
(gof Llyn Th.l; an article rn caves in Transvaal,
South Africa; the Mendip area is still struggling
to cane to terms with SSSis (Sites of Special
Scientific ImpJrtance) (The problen is that landONilers are not willing to allCM cave exploration
if their area could be scheduled as a SSSI as
a result of a cave find. SSSis have rneroos restrictions on pennitted surface activities, like
no plooghing! ) ; several hundred metres of new
P3Bsage in Cbugh' s Cave (Mendip) have been discovered by divers; a descriptirn of one group's
experiences in a flooding cave (Gingling Hole
- Yorkshire) m a weekend when the Cave Rescue
Organisation had six sep3rate callouts (me death) ;
a full rundONil m all the discoveries in Daren
Cilau (South Wales) nCM 13 miles loog; a geological
article covering geological terms.
Cave Science 13 ( 1 ) . Blue Holes of South kldros,
Bahamas, ( includes hydrology, spe Ieogenesis and
biology) ; visitors and carbm dioxide in Al tamira
Cave, Spain; Indmesia Expedition - Irian Jaya
and Sunba.

NEW ZEALAND
NZSS Bulletin 1 (135 ) . Sane details m snall caves
north of Wairoa, especially Sabrini Cave; Maori
remains in caves south of Kawhia; list of longest
and deepest caves in NZ, longest - Nettlebed Cave
(23km), deepest - Castle Keep - Bulmer system
( -782m) ; list of bird and animal bme remains
found in Kings Cave (South Canterbury) ; a description of Easter Pot (()parure ) ; description of a
dye trace trip into Windrift (Mt. Arthur) ; a personal account of the discovery of the 'Laundry
Chute' (Nettlebed Cave); TTITI Williams reviews
cave diving activities 1983/85 - main gain is
in SliilP 38 of Riwaka Cave.

Page 12
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

and the implications for cave managanent.

NSS News 44 ( 6) • Gary Soule relates an amazing
tale fran cave-poor Wisconsin - 10 years of digging
with power winches, backhoes and trucks to gradually create a cave (Paradise Pit) in dolanite
that is mostly crawlway and is nav 546n long Wisconson' s secmd longest; Great Expectations,
a stream cave in Wyaning at an elevation of 2600n
is also featured. Pete Shifflett and Don Coons
surveyed it, with others, over 3 weeks while camping in the Big Horn Mountains. Apparently the
depth recoro it has held since 1981, was established by an overland tmverse between entrances,
no-one wanted to go through its freezing waters
to survey it inside; Bill Main is profiled in
the cave diving colunn; more on NSS-awned Trout
Cave - This time the case against gating it; Dyas
Digest contains an i tern about 5500 L of gasoline
leaking fran a station's mdergrotmd tank into
Pless Cave (Indiana) . All life in the stream cave
was poisoned and the vegetation near the entrance
ms affected.

NSS Bulletin 47 ( 2). Special edition covering
regressive evolution - an historical perspective;
a discussion on adaptive value of reduction processes; seveml case studies; c~tive study
between cavernicolous and epigean relatives; timekeeping mechanisms and their significance in
cavernicolaus animals.

N3S Bulletin 47 ( 1). A sumnary of progress so
far in the surveying of Western Kentucky's caves.
CEology, surveys and cave developnent are all
covered for 25 caves; an 18 rrx:.nth survey of the
tempoml changes in m2 concentmtion in Altamim
Cave's Painting Cl1arnber (Santander, Spain) sha..rs
the efficiency of tanpemture variations in mixing
cave air and thus reducing high m 2 concentmtions
four musual speleothems, ~ oF which may be
minemls, are analysed and discussed in an article
by William B White et al on Rohrer's Cave (Pennsylvania): a moving air hypothesis on the deflected
stalactites of Dan-Yr-Ggof (Wales, UK); allophane
fl<:Mstone fran Newton Cave (Washington State) ;
a study on caving pmctices matched with persmalities of NSS cavers; conference reports, abstmcts
and book reviews, make up the rerminder of this
issue.
NSS News 44 ( 7) . Terry 0' Leary pillories Steve
Knutson (editor of American Caving Accidents 1984)
in the Cavers' Forum section; the early history
of Nickajack Cave (Tennesee) is explored through
the letters and gmff~ti of four civil war men;
a brief rundown on ha..r to go abalt caving in Belize
( centml Arrerica) ; an article discussing the
ramifications of the proposed Federal Cave R~
sources Protection Act; and Dyas Digest
mentions five rrore deaths in Florida's caves - open
mter divers attempting cave diving.
NSS News 44 ( 8 ) . Many reports on the 1986 NSS
Cawention in New Mexico - a.liiDst waashed away
by flash floods; a report on an agreement signed
between the Bureau of Land Management and the
s:uth-west region of the NSS; an article on the
energy levels found in various cave envircnnents

• • • Frun
• • Page
• •9 • • • • • • •
hours of awkward sights and 1. 5m survey legs,
we were rigging a ladder over the pitch. I climbed
down into the 'New World Streamway' and saw that
I was in a 2Qn high fissure, with a dmft caning
fran a square shaped tunnel. Upstream was a short
climb with water cascading dawn it.
lrJe had lmch, then set off dowstream, passing
rmny side passages with good decomtion. We saw

no signs of previous explorers but felt sure we
were indeed in Exit Cave. After about 3Qn we came
to a high passage leading off to our left. It
had a Bll8.11 stream trickling along its far wall
and lots of flCMStone over the walls and floor.
One set of bootprints could be seen over the fl<Mstme. We folla..red this passage dawn a deeply
cut canyon passage for about 200n, till we arTived
at a major jmction.
In the middle of the jmctian chamber, was a huge
talus block and on that was a stalagJnite and on
that was a blue survey tag with the number '13' .
We continued downstream to a jmction with another
stream (which e later found out was Skeleton Creek)
and another survey tag.
Further on we hearo water falling and fomd an
eno:rnously high showering aven. (During a later
trip (18th April) Darly and I fomd a way through
this aven to an equally impressive second one) .
lrJe had been in the cave for 12hours , so decided
to exit via the 'back door', nCM named Valley
Entrance.
Arthur had asked me to ring him with the news
we had, no matter what the time. So at 2.30am,
a very sleepy voice asked "Who the f .... g hell
is this?''. However, his tone changed when he hearo
who it was and
I fed him the details, Arthur
informed us that we had reached a remote part
of the cave in back of Skeletm Creek/Echo Chamber,
so our find was indeed the Irnlch scught after 'back
door' , although it also meant there was sanething
drastically wrong with the Exit Cave survey.
The following two days we took a break. Photography in Bmdley Chesterman Cave ( IB-4) and giving
a workman at the Ida Bay milway huts a look at
MYstery Creek Cave ( IB-10). We felt that the 12
days ham slog and the discovery of Valley Entrance
( IB-120) , had earned us a rest.
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TKOPICON

·as

As mentioned in Australian Caver No.113 the categories for the photo competition have been decided
upcn. Now you can start clicking away and kno.v
where your slides will go.

The competition will be divided into the folllowing
categories:
A.

Colwr- Slides

Divisions
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

- use your irnaginatim
- bats, swiftlets, etc
- entrances,
chambers,
speleotherms, etc
- caves behind waterfalls, stream
Water
p:lSsages, etc
Scientific - geological, biological, pa.leotological, etc
Hurorous
- must be able to raise a laugh
Abstract
Flight
Karst

A series of 5 to 10 prints on any theme.
l\bnochrane prints

2.

Colour prints

-

IIDUilted
- minlinum size 18c:m x 13c:m,
IIDUilted

Conditions of. Entry

3.

A list of 2 entries per division in the slide
and photo competition.
All entries must be taken by the persm entering thEm and have been taken in the period
Jan '87 to Dec '88.
Cbly 33nn slides will be accepted ( 5cm x 5c:m
IIDliDtS).

4.
5.

6.

All prints must be motmted.
Hurrorous slides will be voted on at the presentation of the slides after the Cav6Ilal1' s Dinner
A prize will be awarded to the winner of each
category.

Judging Criteria
The follo.ving as:t:ects will be examined by the
judges when making decisions on the quality of
an entry:

1.
2.

3.

Subject matter

OIVe

~

Callletitim

To prarote surveying as an acceptable and necessacy
CCliifXXlent of caving, Tropicon '88 wil have a cave
map competition. No specific categories have been
set, so your cave map could be a passageway, total
cave, or the relationship of a cave to its surrounding topography and geology.
If you require further infonnation on the Photographic competition or have any queries, please
write to:
Tropicon '88,
C/- Chillagoe Caving Club (Inc),

P.O. Box 92,
Cairns 4870.

• • • • • • • • •

EDITORIAL

5 minute video m any thEme (preferably on VHS)

2.

standard.

minimun size 25c:m x 20c:m,

Video

1.

The Judges reserve the right no to awani a prize
in any categocy, if insufficient entries are received, or those received are not of acceptable

Remember that car stickers and helmet badges are
for sale - see our advertisement for further
details.

B Prints

1.

115

-

appealing to the eye
:t:ertinent to the topic
Canposi tion
- general
camposi tion
the frame
Technical Quality - sufficient lighting
- direction of lighting
- subject in focus

With Christrms fast approaching many Australian
cavers will be thinking of possible major trips.
As you can see in S:t:eleo Synopsis there are Imi1Y
expeditions and major trips going overseas. If
you have anything going or just gone that would
be of interest nationally rmny readers would like
to :r-eFI.d.. R.b,out it in AUstralian Caver.
Speleo Synopsis is now· going to be one of our
regular features thanks to Peter Ackroyd who laboriously goes through all the magazines and periodicals fran around Australia and the World. Many
thanks, Peter!
Many Speleological clubs in Australia are now
becoming incorporated in response to possible
prosecutims as a result of accidents. There are
many pitfalls in doing this and to facilitate
clubs who are thinking of doing this. I would like
to hear fran anyone with same good advice.

Yours in Caving
in

Kerri.e!!!

1988 BICENTENNIAL YEAR CHILLAGOE Nth Qld

TKOPICON
GOING TROPPO AT THE XVII CONFERENCE OF THE ASF

COME TO TROPICON
IN FAR NORTH QUEENSLAND
27th • 31·st DECEMBER 1988

SEE CHILLAGOE AND F~D YOUR 0~ CAVE(S)
VISIT OUR REEF AND RAINFOREST WHILE You·RE
HERE
START YOUR PREPARATION NOW!
CAR STICKERS $4.00

HELMET STICKERS $ 1.00

· For Further Information Contact:
Doug Irvin (070)53-3351

Chris Parr (070)51-0452

or write to:

TKOPICON
C/· CHILLAGOE CAVING CLUB (INC)
POBOX92.
CAIRNS 4870.

